
 

Samuel Johnson's 'Dictionary of the English Language' is one of the most famous             
dictionaries in history. First published in 1755, the dictionary took just over eight years to               
compile, required six helpers, and listed 40,000 words. Each word was defined in detail, the               
definitions illustrated with quotations covering every branch of learning. It was a huge             
scholarly achievement, a more extensive and complex dictionary than any of its            
predecessors. It is a landmark of Standardising English Language with its vast range of              
vocabularies including common words.  
In all, there are over 114,000 quotations in the dictionary. Johnson was the first English               
lexicographer to use citations in this way, a method that greatly influenced the style of future                
dictionaries. He had scoured books stretching back to the 1500s, often quoting from those              
thought to be 'great works' such as Milton or Shakespeare. Thus the quotations reflect his               
literary taste and his rightwing political views. 
A Dictionary of the English Language included a history of the language, a grammar, and               
an extensive list of words representing basic general vocabulary, based on the best             
conversation of contemporary London and the normal usage of respected writers. The            
original was followed in 1756 by an abbreviated one-volume version that was widely used far               
into the 20th century. 
Some examples of words along with definitions: 
BACKFRIEND 
The Oxford English Dictionary calls a backfriend “a pretended or false friend,” but Johnson              
was more straightforward and defined the word as “a friend backwards”—or in other words,              
“an enemy in secret.” 
LUNCH 
Lunch wasn’t so much a time as a quantity in Johnson’s eyes: He defined it as “as much                  
food as one’s hand can hold.” 
PATRON 
He famously defined a patron as “a wretch who supports with insolence, and is paid with                
flattery.” 
PENSION 
A pension is “an allowance,” Johnson explained, adding that “in England it is generally              
understood to mean pay given to a state hireling for treason to his country.” 
POLITICIAN 
As well as “one versed in the arts of government,” Johnson defined a politician as “a man of                  
artifice; one of deep contrivance.” 
SOCK 
Johnson defined as “something put between the shoe and foot.” 
LIZARD  
Defined as “an animal resembling a serpent, with legs added to it.” 
LEXICOGRAPHER 
Defined “a harmless drudge” who “busies himself in tracing the original and detailing the              
signification of words.” 
DULL 
Not exhilarating,"To make dictionaries is  dull work".  
OATS 
A Grain which in England is generally given to horses, but in Scotland, supports people. 

 



 

MADAM. [ma dame, French, my dame.] The term of compliment used in address to ladies               
of every degree. 
Certes, madam, ye have great cause of plaint. Spenser. 
Madam, once more you look and move a queen! Philip's Distrest Mother. 
 

 


